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We care about 
sustainability
2021 was key for sustainability in our company. 
We decided to bet fully on reducing the footprint 
of our activity on the planet.

Green governance: We have internalized the 
figure of the eco-manager in CANADA. We have 
eco-runners on set in Barcelona and London, and 
sustainability experts validate our daily work.

Greenshooting: We have implemented a 
shooting work methodology that allows us to 
reduce our environmental impact. We measured 
the carbon footprint and consumption in 10 pilot 
projects to learn how to shoot with the least 
impact.

CANADA Green Global: We are working on the 
implementation of this sustainable learning in all 
our offices: Barcelona, London and Los Angeles.
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We know the impacts
We analyzed our activity to identify our 
main environmental impacts. We shared 
all of them with our managers and 
employees and sustainability experts 
have validated the process.
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At the 
office

• Paper consumption

• CO2 emissions through   
business travel

• Waste generation by having 
lunch at the office

• Consumption of raw materials 
through regular purchases



During
shooting
• CO2 emissions due to transportation 
of materials and people

• Waste generation, mainly through art 
and catering

• Energy consumption on set and 
locations 

• Consumption of raw materials 
through regular purchases

• Disturbances to biodiversity when we 
shoot in protected natural spaces
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This is how 
we envision 
sustainability 
Gender and equality have led our 
work. Now it is time to take a step 
forward caring for the environment 
through fighting climate change, 
reducing, recycling, reusing and 
protecting nature. 
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same but in a more 
sustainable way
We can say that our shoots are now more 
sustainable. We do not give up our style but we 
do everything possible to reduce our footprint on 
the planet.
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We reduce our daily 
life impacts at the 
office
• We use 100% renewable energy

• All bateries we purchase are rechargeable 

• We have waste diversion stations

• We are eliminating coffee pods

• Our coffee breaks suppliers are local and eco

• We encourage our employees to use public 
transport. 80% of them do it indeed!
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Our global green 
shooting standard

We apply several sustainability measures aligned to 
current green shooting standards in order to reduce the 
environmental footprint of our productions.

Production department

• Work with HODs to agree sustainable practices

• Inform the crew about sustainable habits on set

• Donate everything that cannot be returned

• Waste diversion stations

• Daily waste disposal in authorized points

• Print only what is essential

• Ask Hair & Makeup to use cruelty free products

• Ask Costume department to prioritize rental

• Ask Sound and Camera to use rechargeable batteries

• Use power generator as the main source of electricity

• “No-idling” policy for all production vehicles

• No megaphones or loudspeakers in natural locations

• Use existing paths to avoid altering flora and fauna

• Avoid waste water discharge from motorhomes or 

dishwashers

• Placing tarps to avoid fuel spills in the ground

• Record consumption and carbon footprint data

• Carbon footprint offsetting
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Our global green 
shooting standard

This standard is currently applied in London and 
Barcelona shootings and will be soon extended to all 
CANADA productions.

Art & props department

• Rental of props and decoration

• Reuse construction materials

• Recycling of wood once the project is finished

• Donate or sell all material that cannot be returned

• Avoid packaging with bubble wrap or similar

• Reusable cutlery and crockery

• Water fountains and biodegradable cups. If plastic bottles are 

given, they are 100% recycled plastic

• Full waste diversion and correct disposal

• Preferably local suppliers and products

Catering
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We reduce the carbon 
footprint of our spots

• We prioritize train trips over plane trips on a 
national scale

• We work with our leading travel agency to offset 
the carbon footprint of flights that we cannot avoid

• We use one of the ecological public transport 
alternatives

• We connect to the city energy  network 
whenever possible



Banned single-use plastic
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On our way to zero waste

100% waste diversion

• We have a complete waste 

separation system on set: organic, 

remains, paper and plastic

• Our eco-runners are responsible 

for ensuring waste separation on 

set

• 100% of the batteries we buy 

are rechargeable

Almost zero food waste

We give the crew reusable bottles 

and place fountains whenever we 

shoot on set

Less than 5% of the food is not 

consumed on set



We consume less 
and consume better
• Our mantra is: stop buying, return what you don’t 
use, donate as much as you can

• We rent at least 20% of the costumes in each spot 

•  Our goal: go paperless! If in a shoot we manage to 
print only 30 pages, it means that we can do it!

 » 100% of camera and sound parts are digital

 »  We do not print booklets or shooting orders
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We share what we 
learn to create a 
better society
• Before starting a new project, we inform 
the crew about sustainable practices on set

• We include sustainability messages in the 
callsheets 
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We work hand in hand 
towards green advertising

We are part of different associations promoting 
green guidelines to reduce the environmental 
footprint of advertising shootings. 

APCP Green The Bid Ad Green by Albert

The Spanish Association of 
Advertising Production companies 
is a non-profit organization which 
represents the interests of the 
associates, including sustainability.

As members of this non-profit 
initiative, we share good practices 
and report our success.

We participate in this virtual 
platform that helps eliminating 
negative environmental impacts of 
production.
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We go further thanks to...
We know that to make our activity more 
sustainable it is not enough with our own efforts. 
That is why we collaborate with international 
and local non-profit organizations aligned to our 
sustainability values.

Publicitarios por Open Arms The ocean cleanup

Is a group of advertisers who, together 
with the NGO Babies Uganda, built a 
school for more than 500 children in 
Uganda and fight to keep it open. 

Open Arms is a humanitarian, 
non-governmental and non-profit 
organization working for the most 
vulnerable in emergency situations.

The Ocean Cleanup is a non-profit 
organization developing and scaling 
technologies to rid the oceans of 
plastic.
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3 levels of 
commitment 
with sustainability

Business as usual shooting is not an option for us. We 
offer our clients different green shooting alternatives.

01. Basic

• Eco-manager

• Basic recommendations to 

make shooting more sustainable

• Waste management stations

• Eco-friendly catering

02. Standard

• Eco-manager

• Eco-runner

• Work with HODs hand in hand 

providing more sustainable options 

for common purchases

• Waste management stations

• Eco-friendly catering

• Basic carbon footprint offseting

03. Premium

• Green The Bid  Eco- consultant

• Eco-manager

• Eco-runner

• Advance sustainability assessment 

including green choice locations

• Waste management stations

• Eco-friendly catering

• Premium carbon offsetting with local 

ecosystem restoration projects



We compensate our 
footprint by preserving 
and restoring natural 
carbon sinks
We carefully select local carbon offsetting projects to 
compensate shooting emissions:

• Native forest conservation and restoration

• Multifunctional planting coherent with local 

biodiversity

• Positive social impact involving locals and people 

in risk of exclusion in project management and 

monitoring
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THANKS

www.canadacanada.com


